New products

Meet the Family Behind KDE Direct

Direct

If you're considering potential upgrades for your helicopters or multirotors, there are plenty to choose from. KDE Direct has long been a forerunner when it comes to quality upgrades. Read more to learn about the family behind the business, and look for their products in "Modeler's Mall!"

For members

How to Use the AMA Flying Site Assistance Program

For longtime pilots who are reading this, you all know how important a good field is for the hobby. With your AMA membership, you have access to important resources such as flying site assistance! Read more to learn how to secure your flying field, and enjoy model aviation!

Education

LiPo Battery Basics

LiPo (Lithium-Polymer) batteries are a popular means to power our electric models. As is the case when working with any power source, there are a few things that modelers need to know to stay safe and keep their batteries performing.

Consider Giving Gasoline-Powered Helicopters a Try

Outdoor helis come in three types: nitromethane fuel-powered, electric, and gasoline burning. Read more to learn about gasoline-powered helicopters as Carey Shurley clears up some common misconceptions!

I Am the AMA: Jody Johnson

Model aviation is more than just a hobby; for some, it is a big part of life. Read more to learn how Jody Johnson discovered drones and model aviation!